
#ASL28Challenge 2017 Day  

Day 15 of 28 Days Rose motif (A/R) 
 
Day 15 ROSE (A/R) 
Meaning: rose refers to paying respect or to honour, or to be known of something or someone. 
Black rose refers to no hope or death, as opposed to yellow or other colour rose that refers to 
love, admire, hope to the future of our Deaf children, Deaf community.  
See different artworks: Why Me? By Lee Ivey https://www.rit.edu/~w-
dada/builder/images/watermark.php… , In Good Hands by Nancy Rourke, Ella Mae Lentz’s 
poem, Rosebush,  
Lonely, Blue Rose by Harry R Williams. 
 

 
"Another thorn to decolonize" 
Arnaud Balard  
A Deafhood rose in the process of decolonization, at the price of a few drops of blood. 
 
"Encore une épine à décoloniser"  
Une rose de Deafhood en voie de décolonisation, au prix de quelques gouttes de sang. 
 



 
 
They Came Bearing Gifts.  
David Call 
Linocut, 18x22. 2017. 
 



   

	

Rosemary	Parker	Edwards		

	

I	took	picture	of	my	roses	that	my	husband	gave	me	for	valentine's	day	and	changed	the	colors	
of	the	roses	to	give	it	more	meaning	to	the	deaf	community.		
Red:	Love	and	respect	our	deaf	community	on	our	needs	and	wants	
Deep	Rose:	Passion	in	deaf	community	
White:	Pure	and	innocence	in	children	
Pink:	appreciation	and	happiness	when	we	are	comfortable	in	our	zone.	
Yellow:	Joy	and	promises		
Orange:	Desire	and	enthusiasm	to	have	the	deaf	community	to	thrive	
Black:	Death	-	when	we	are	oppressed	by	the	hearing	community	by	not	allowing	us	to	thrive	so	
we	die	inside.		
Blue:	unattainable	and	impossible	-	we	need	to	break	this.		
Lavender:	love	and	enchantment	in	the	deaf	community	
Peach:	appreciation	of	others	
	



 
 
"The Rose of Asclepius"  
Amy Cohen Efron 
9" x 12 " 
Strathmore Pastel Paper 80lbs 
Erengi Oil Pastels 
 
"The Rose of Asclepius" is a modified symbol of famous The Rod of Asclepius.  
 
The Rod of Asclepius is an Ancient Greek symbol associated with medicine consisting of a 
serpent coiled around a rod.  
 
Rose represents a Deaf person who stands boldly with pride because of its beauty, and it comes 
with thorns to prevent the serpent trying to "heal" the Deaf person.  
 
In Ancient Greek religion and mythology, Asclepius was the god of medicine and healing.  
	



 
 
Title: Sweetheart Belle Crucify Our Beloved Language Rights? (R) 
Shawn Elfrink 
Digital Art 
 
Description: Our heart are imprisoned. they barbwire our hands and our mind got in poor 
knowledge growth for 137 years of language deprivation 
 



 

 

Title: Under the Bell Jar 
Eric Epstein 
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HHTWCT4qIcg 
#ASL28Challenge 

Image description: Eric Epstein, a white young man with short hair, wearing a green T-shirt. He 
is standing between bookshelves and in front of a white wall. He is signing "GET-UP." 

Gloss: BEAUTY STARE SHINE BEAST PUT DOME GLASS DOME STEM SIGN WAIT 
WITHER SPOT THERE BEAUTY KNEEL HOLD BEAST LIE-DOWN HAIRY-CHEST 
THERE DOME LEAF FALL NEAR-SURFACE HEY GO-AHEAD HOLD OPEN-HEART 
GIVE-HEART DIFFUSE RESURRECT/GET-UP PRINCE AGAIN LOOK-AT-HAND SIGN 
REMEMBER FROM-NOW-ON OPEN-DOOR WELCOME HOOD BEG SLEEP ALL-NIGHT 



GIVE FLOWER STEM SIGN TAKE-STEM THINK NOTHING [NO]. 

 
"Offering the hope"- may change ( still unsure) 
Kathy Fisher-Abraham 
Materials- ink, 8x11 sketch pad, and coloring pencils 
 
Those children were tolerating punishment by using the black roses w/ thorns, tying their hands 
over because they were forbidden to use sign language and were forced to talk orally only. 
Hope is offered to them as he appears in the light with yellow roses and ASL in a powerful and 
positive aura. 

 



 
"Our Roses and Resistance” 
Bonita Harris  

 



 

Speeding on highway 485 (2016) 
Ellen Mansfield  

 
This painting is focused on Audism leads tragedy in Deaf person’s life and a Deaf man and car 
becomes one as invisible to the society with our Deaf identity.  
In Left side, portrait of Deaf man’s head is part of car front window shield. He was crying as his 
emotions showed scared and frustrated to not able to use ASL with police. The gun shot on his 
body that it ended him.  
The fallen down arm on the ground that he died. It represents that Deaf person is not able to 
communicate with American Sign Language. The black roses laid by his Deaf family and 
community for vigil. The Black rose represents violence death. 
The flash strobes showed a hidden word of DEAF as blinded your eyes as you will not able to 
see around. 
In Right side, a portrait of Trooper head is a shape of gun. He holds a speeding ticket. Deaf 
people don’t see him as a person. Cross the nation, many people with Color of people, Deaf and 
Disability/mental illness get killed every day.  
The up floated clouds in the sky are crying. Deaf community is frustrated that the audism and 
oppression leads their lives into tragedies by authority, employment, healthcare, and education. 
The Deaf Eyes in the clouds symbolizes pride in the community to be called Deaf. 

 

 



 
 

 
 
 

 
	

	

 
 
 

"Tribute to Ella's The Rosebush" 
Laurie Monahan 
 
Color pencils and dry pastels 
9x12" 

Last night I watched Ella Mae Lentz's ASL poem video "The Rosebush". 
Love it so much. Would love to paint out of the poem someday but this is for 
now.  
Rain rain (left side) sun sun (right side) 
Birdhouses represents close-knit community.  
Red roses with strong roots with thorns for protection of unique deaf 
community. Mother red roses' sisters yellow and purple. 



 
 
Vicki Nordquist 
"BEAUTIFUL ROSE /BEAUTIFUL ASL" 
VIDEO 
THIS ONE IS VERY SERIOUS BUT BEAUTIFUL! 
ENJOY! 
“Wilted Resist" 
ROSE (A/R)  
Topic: Honoring ASL poetry/storytelling 
8 inch by 10 inch 
Oil on Canvas 
Nancy Rourke 
The painting depicts six wilted roses that are spelled R-E-S-I-S-T upside down. To let the hand 
roses hang dry slowly, they become very precious and strong to go and resist.. 



 
 
 
“Wilted Resist" 
Nancy Rourke 
Topic: Honoring ASL poetry/storytelling 
8 inch by 10 inch 
Oil on Canvas 
 
The painting depicts six wilted roses that are spelled R-E-S-I-S-T upside down. To let the hand 
roses hang dry slowly, they become very precious and strong to go and resist.. 
 
 



 
 
 
"Precious Gift of Language" 
Paul Scearce 
Digital art 
 
Sign language and knowledge of Deaf culture, experiences, and stories passing down from Deaf 
parents to next generations of Deaf babies  
 
For hundred years, Deaf people have grouped themselves together and have created a Deaf 
culture. Deaf culture is the set of social beliefs, behaviors, art, literary traditions, history, values, 
and shared within the communities that are influenced by deafness and which use sign languages 
as the main means of communication. Also it means having a sense of pride and identity where 
Deaf people can feel like they have things in common with others in their Deaf communities.  
 
( Description For DeafBlinds : I created a rose petal with an image of mother's hands cupping 
baby's hands. Then I put all petals together to create a rose. ) 



 

 
 
heidi storme 
digital art 
 
A sharp, swirly digital illustration of a rose overlaying an out reached black hand, bright colors 
from the rose brighten and highlight the hand. The idea of redirecting questions and information 
mining back to the Deaf community is the underlying message here. Putting the onerous of the 
Deafhood (trajectory, education, intervention, language acquisition..) into the hands of the people 
who live it, crucial, logical and of import! 
 



 
 
 
 
Title: "Hope For The Deaf Future" (RESIST CI) 
Darlene Buzzelli Weir 
Media: Adobe Photoshop CC/Digital Art  
 
"Lead-K leads the way resisting CI and the loss of Deaf Culture. The spirits in yellow holding 
red roses are deaf children lost to the CI procedure. The killed Deaf Children give hope and 
support to the next generation of Deaf Children to resist the loss of Deaf Culture by CI and the 
doctors who perform it" 
 



 
 
A Rose is a Rose  
Jenny Witteborg 
 
5.5"x8.5" sketch book with one rose with a leaf Very rudimentary and a work in progress 
 
 
 
 
 



 
"Yellow rose, the hand gesture of loving kindness but not everyone see it." 
Artist: Yusuf Yahya  
Medium: Selfie (iPhone), Digital Art, Photoshop 
 
 


